D60x12.5R3DE-V41

**Focal Length (mm)**
- 1x: 12.5 - 750
- 2x: 25 - 1500

**Iris Range**
- F3.8 - T3000 (Equivalent to F3000)
- F7.6 - T3000 (Equivalent to F3000)

**Operation**
- Zoom: Motor Drive
- Focus: Motor Drive
- Iris: Auto (Video Type) or Remote*1*2

**Angle of View (HxV)**
- 1/2": WIDE: 28°43’ x 21°44’, TELE: 0°29’ x 0°22’
- 1/3": WIDE: 21°44’ x 16°23’, TELE: 0°22’ x 0°17’
- 1/4": WIDE: 16°23’ x 12°20’, TELE: 0°17’ x 0°08’

**Focusing Range (From Front Of The Lens) (m)**
- 1/2": 5.2
- 1/3": 12.1
- 1/4": 25.3

**Back Focal Distance (in air) (mm)**
- 1/2": 1233 x 924
- 1/3": 925 x 693
- 1/4": 693 x 520

**Filter Thread (mm)**
- M107 x 1

**Mount**
- C

**Extender**
- 2x

**Mass (kg)**
- 5.2

**Standard Accessories**
- Iris Control Cable
- Connection Connector(15-pin)

**Remarks**
- *With Metal Mount
- *1)When power is turned off, iris will automatically close.

---

**Wiring**

- Control: IRIS CONTROL CABLE
- Filter: M107 × 1

---

**Near-infrared wavelength selected**

- S1: 850nm
- S0: 880nm
- S1: 950nm

---

* Photograph is a similar model.